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We are PEAS. We are a fast growing not-for-profit with the mission to expand access to

sustainably delivered quality secondary education across Africa. Founded in 2008, we opened

our first school in Uganda and now have 35 schools across Uganda and Zambia, educating over

15,000 students.

We believe that every child matters. We are passionate about delivering quality education at a

low cost, so that we can educate children in the poorest rural communities and replicate our

model to reach others across Sub-Saharan Africa.

After rigorous external studies in recent years, we know our school model works. In Uganda,
PEAS students are from the poorest households and have worse primary school exam results
than average. Once they enrol in a PEAS school, they go on to make faster academic progress
than their more privileged peers. Importantly, this is achieved at a lower cost per student than
in other school types.

We are proud of what we have achieved but there is still so much more to be done. That is why

in our new strategic period, 2022-2026, we are going for growth.

Yes, it is ambitious. Yes, it is exciting. Yes, it will be challenging.

But if ever there was a time for action, the time is now! We know that inequitable access, poor

quality and insufficient resources continue to prevent millions of children from enjoying an

education that unlocks their full potential. This has been exacerbated by the COVID pandemic,

bringing even more barriers for the children and families struggling the most.

PEAS Uganda Country Strategy – Growing PEAS Schools, Supporting all Schools
The 2022-2026 PEAS Uganda strategy will be a period of substantial growth. The network will

grow to full scale and achieve full financial sustainability, providing access to a quality

education for more students than ever before.

What we will do

• PEAS has established and evidenced how to deliver quality, low-cost secondary education.

We will now build on that foundation of evidence from our exemplary school network, to

support positive change in other schools across Uganda, supporting more students than ever

before to receive a quality secondary education.

• PEAS will enrol twice as many students, protect our focus on access and raise our girls

learning outcomes’ to match our boys.

• The PEAS network will become fully sustainable and fit to serve communities for years to

com.

• PEAS will share ‘what works’ in our schools to deliver benefit to hundreds of thousands of

students outside of the PEAS network.

• Diversity, equity and inclusion will be a key driver of organisational strength.

About us
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This is a fixed term contract focusing specifically on the management and coordination of the
procurement & fleet procedure of PEAS Schools and Country Office.

As Senior Procurement Officer, you will have the opportunity to make a significant impact at
PEAS as we move forward with our ambitious strategy of growth.

The Senior Procurement Officer is to work as part of the logistics team and serve as focal point
for the E-delivery of efficient cost-effective and E-quality procurement services across the
network in the management of all responsibilities related to E-procurement, purchasing and E-
customs clearing, notably developing and maintaining relationships with suppliers to achieve
the best service, ensure PEAS procurement is ethical, transparent and achieves the greatest

value for money, emphasizing timely processing of orders and payment of suppliers.

To be successful in this role, you will have at least 5 (five) years demonstrated experience in
procurement and logistics management including budget management and reporting, with a
degree in Procurement and Logistics or related field including relevant post graduate training.

This role directly line manages the Logistics team which you will be working with in
collaboration to achieve results, managing suppliers and vendors while training others, so to
succeed in this role – Strong negotiation skills really do matter!

This role will be challenging so you must be energised by working in a time frame to deliver high
impact results and demonstrate a high level of honesty and integrity while obtaining the
required services or goods from appropriate vendors that are economic, competitive and are of
good quality. For the right individual, this challenge will be exciting as you bring onboard your
experience and skills to make our ambitious strategy a reality.

This role will involve approx. 30% of travel across the school network. To be eligible to apply,
you must have the right to live and work in Uganda.

As an organisation working to expand equitable access with a strong focus on girls’ and one

whose DEI approach is prioritising increasing gender parity, we strongly encourage applications

from female candidates.

The Opportunity 
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Headlines 

Role and Department Senior Procurement Officer, Country Office

Renumeration Competitive

Location and Travel Based in Kampala with 30% travel to school network

Reporting to Head of Operations

Line Management Logistics team

Budget Management Procurement and Logistics budget

Contract Fixed term 
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Major Responsibilities:

• Participate in preparation of procurement planning and its consolidation in conducting 
market research and development of price index

• Identify all potential suppliers available in the market along with the Head of Operations and 
develop prequalified suppliers list for all major item categories. Keep Suppliers Roster up to 
date all the time.

• Prepare price inquiry that exactly corresponds with the respective purchase requisitions, and 
process requesting and receiving offers from right suppliers.

• Facilitate evaluation and selection process of best responsive supplier in preparing price 
comparison and related paper works along with Procurement Committee Team in both direct 
purchases and competitive purchases.

• Prepare and distribute award letters and purchase orders for the best responsive suppliers in 
consultation with Head of Operations ensuring all the payment and delivery terms to be 
appropriate.

• Ensure inspection and receiving purchased items processes up on delivery against LPO and 
supplier invoice and hand over to the storekeeper.

• Compile all the procurement documents sequentially for proper filling and register.
• Arrange payment clearance as per the terms of payment mentioned with PO and close the 

order.
• Prepare distribution list according to the respective purchase requisition and ensure that 

requesting department is informed the delivery of items at warehouse ready for collection.
• Execute proper registration of procurement information with the logbooks and automated 

SCM data base in the right time to produce procurement report.
• Ensuring healthy working relationship with suppliers and all stakeholders, promoting 

transparency and accountability at each stage of the procurement life cycle.

Supply Chain
• Support the project procurement planning processes in line with the budgets for approval 

and implementation
• Undertake acquisition processes of goods and services in conformity with the existing 

policies for the benefit of the users, schools, and their communities.
• Conduct strategic sourcing with negotiated pre priced framework contracts for goods and 

services in accordance with the set goals
• Provide capacity building Provision to users.
• To develop, manage Supplier database and supplier’s relationships. Perform Supplier 

development and conduct annual vendor audit.
• Contribute to the preparation and submission of timely, accurate and relevant 

Monthly, Quarterly and Annual reports.

The above list provides a framework of responsibilities but should not be viewed as a definitive 
list, there may be other reasonable responsibilities required aligned to the role.

Responsibilities of the role 
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Who we are looking for
No matter the role, we are looking for people who believe in what we do and how we do it; is
passionate about transforming lives through education and aligned to our values.

Experience & Qualifications Essential
• Bachelors’ Qualification in Procurement and Logistics Management or other relevant field.

CIPS Level 2 is added advantage.
• At least 5 years demonstrated experience in Procurement and Fleet management in Senior

level.
• Previous experience leading Procurement and Logistics for a large enterprise with a

centralized system.
• Good knowledge on procurement and logistics best practices embedding value for money

approaches to ensure an effective procurement chain in management of the mandate of the
department.

• Experience in managing large relationships in local market content.

• Skills & Personal Attributes:
• Passionate about achieving high quality results in a short time period.
• Collaborative - working with other teams not under your direct management.
• High integrity that will model PEAS core values
• Excellent MS Office skills
• Excellent oral and written communication skills in English
• Ability to train others

Desirable
• Ability to maintain databases to provide information to decision making processes.
• Demonstrate understanding for driving the right efficiencies and effectiveness in processes

while maximizing value for money.
• Knowledge on standardizing and developing tools to track assets.
• Experience in successful disposal of assets and inventory
• Annual accountability and verification of assets and support to asset planning.
• A good record of success in implementing good risk identification and mitigation approaches

in large organization.

How to apply
Please read through the full candidate pack before applying. If you are excited by the role and
meet the requirements, we would for you to apply.

To apply, please click on the link here to complete the application form and attach your CV.
The closing date for ALL applications is Monday 26th September 2022 at 1700hrs (EAT).

We will review and shortlist applications on a rolling basis and may close the application process

sooner than the date specified should we receive a high number of suitable candidates.

Who we are looking for 
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https://peasrecruitment.wufoo.com/forms/zbncpk41r90yhr/
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PEAS is highly committed to keeping children safe from harm and preventing corruption. We
therefore take our responsibility to promote safe recruitment practices very seriously,
including conducting appropriate reference and background checks. We also operate a zero-
tolerance approach to any PEAS employees who breach our Safeguarding and Anti-Corruption
Policies, which all employees are required to sign upon induction.

PEAS is an equal opportunity employer that does not discriminate in its recruitment practices
and, in order to build the strongest possible workforce, actively seeks a diverse applicant
pool.

Our values
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